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Abstract
How do changes in life expectancy and longevity affect life-span development? This paper argues that historical increases in life expectancy primarily have an impact on the later and less on the earlier parts of the life span. Increased life expectancy is both a challenge and an opportunity for positive development. A perspective is outlined according to which self-regulation is a key factor for successful aging. Assuming a compensatory relationship of social norms/expectations and self-regulation for developmental regulation, processes such as setting, pursuing, and disengaging from personal goals should be particularly important in old age, a life phase that is characterized by being less normatively structured than younger phases. This argument is elaborated in the domains of social relations, leisure, and work.

Today, more people grow old than at any point in historical time. According to the World Population Report of the United Nations [UN, 2002], for most nations, the group of old adults aged 80 years or more is the fastest growing segment of their population. Moreover, this trend is projected to continue for the foreseeable future. These dramatic demographic changes have led to a lively debate among economists concerning the consequences of increased longevity.

In this paper, we will take a life-span/life-course perspective, positing that development is not only the result of a person's history but also of the anticipated future. More specifically, we argue that the extension of future time perspective plays an important psychological role for developmental regulation. We propose a model according to which behavior, emotion, and motivation are regulated by an interplay...
of external control (i.e., social norms and expectations) on the one hand, and self-control on the other. We posit that the increase in life expectancy affects both external and internal developmental regulation. The relative importance of external control, however, should be greater in early and middle adulthood, whereas self-regulation should become particularly important in the post-retirement years, at least until severe losses in physical or cognitive functioning impede self-regulatory processes. We elaborate on the implications of changes in developmental regulation in the three central life domains dominating everyday life across adulthood: work, social relations/family, and leisure [e.g., Nurmi, 1992; Roberts & Robins, 2000]. It is beyond the scope of this paper to also discuss the consequences of increased longevity on functional domains such as health or cognition (for the development of various functional domains in old and very old age see [Baltes & Smith, 2003]).

Unlimitedly Increasing Longevity?

The maximum human life span is currently approximately 120 years, but human life expectancy is continuously increasing. In fact, when considering only the country with the highest life expectancy at each year, Oeppen and Vaupel [2002] found a surprisingly constant increase of 3 months per year for the past 160 years. However, some demographers have claimed that there has to be an upper limit to this trend. According to Kirkwood [2005], aging is not the result of any kind of active gene programming, but instead is a byproduct of limited optimization of genes past the reproductive years. Arguably, selection pressure leading to the optimization of genes decreases after the reproductive years because it is no longer relevant for producing new offspring and thereby transmitting one’s genes. As a consequence, limitations in somatic maintenance (such as repair mechanisms) evolve that result in progressive physical damage. The length of the life span, then, can only be altered by extraneous factors such as diet or lifestyle, which can partly compensate for limitations in somatic maintenance. Others have argued that the increase in life expectancy is due to a decrease in premature mortality among children and young adults [Fries, 1980; Olshansky, Carnes, & Cassel, 1990]. Accordingly, it is not the life span that is generally getting longer, but there are fewer prematurely short lives. Based on these or similar arguments, several maximum life expectancies have been suggested [e.g., Dublin, 1928; Olshansky et al., 1990; Olshansky, Carnes, & Desesquelles, 2001], only to be exceeded by a female population somewhere in the world (mostly Japan in recent years [Oeppen & Vaupel, 2002]). Nevertheless, human immortality is still out of reach and will very likely remain so in the foreseeable future, although some researchers have claimed that if we continue to extend life expectancy, we can achieve immortality one day [Vaupel, Baudisch, Dölling, Roach, & Gampe, 2004].

Questions that then arise are: if we could, would we want to live forever [Lucke & Hall, 2005] or would we at least want to live longer than we already do? In a non-representative web survey of a convenience sample of 252 adults aged 18–77 years, we asked whether participants wanted to achieve immortality. More precisely, we asked participants to consider whether they would take a hypothetical pill (devoid of any side effects) granting immortality, and to list the reasons for their decision. To our surprise, the vast majority (77 percent) responded that they did not want to live forever. When asking if participants wanted to take the pill in order to prolong their
life for an additional 25 years, only less than half of the sample (47 percent) deemed this scenario desirable – even if taking the pill meant they would remain in fairly good health. In sum, this study revealed a rather weak endorsement of immortality or even of a substantial prolongation of life. Why do people endorse – or rather do not endorse – substantial increases in life expectancy? To find out, we asked participants to list their reasons for deciding for or against measures to achieve immortality or a longer life. Among those who responded that they would not take the pill, some voiced moral or religious reasons (e.g., not wanting to interfere with nature or God’s will), some expressed their negative image of old age (e.g., loneliness), while others felt that one does not need to prolong life in order to do everything one needs to do during a single lifetime. Among those who responded that they would take the life-prolonging pill, several expressed their interest in or curiosity about future global developments; some stated that the pill would give them the opportunity to engage in many more plans and projects, and some referred to their pleasure in and enjoyment of life.

One of the main reasons why a longer than normal lifetime might be attractive at all, then, is that the additional years can be used as a resource for pursuing and accomplishing personal goals [see also Brandstädter & Rothermund, 2003]. Those participants who did not want to prolong their lives perceived the additional time as more of a burden or even questioned if the pursuit of goals beyond the years naturally allotted to a person is not superfluous. As one of the participants stated, life’s limitedness increases its value: ‘Eighty years of intense life are enough. Knowing about the general limitedness of life helps me to ask myself from time to time if I’m actually using my time the way I would like to use it instead of postponing everything to some day in the future.’ In the next section, we will take a closer look at the notion of lifetime as a resource for pursuing goals.

**Lifetime as a Resource for Pursuing and Achieving Personal Goals**

In his treatise on the shortness of life (De Brevitate Vitae), Seneca warned his readers not to waste precious time on meaningless pursuits. Instead, because life is short, Seneca held that we should focus on the important things in life (see also the notion of the necessity of selection of goals on which to focus due to the limitation of time [Freund, Li, & Baltes, 1999]). People born in industrialized nations in the 20th or 21st centuries can expect to live about twice as long as those born in Seneca’s times, giving them much more time to pursue their goals. As shown in figure 1, life expectancy has been increasing since 1835. Moreover, people do not only live longer, but they also live healthier lives [e.g., Fries, 1980]. What do people do with the additional time they have at their disposal? Or, more generally, what are the psychological consequences of having a longer life expectancy?

To address these questions, we first consider the role that the extension of future time perspective plays upon emotions, motivation, and actions. We then examine whether people use the time gained through longer life expectancy to regulate their development by setting and pursuing personal goals. To this end, we adopt a simplified model of developmental regulation stating that development can either be under external control (e.g., controlled by social norms and expectations) or under self-control. We argue that an increase in life expectancy does not affect early and middle
adulthood, when many social norms and expectations exist, but rather it affects the retirement years, when very few social norms and expectations exist. Therefore, in our opinion, self-regulatory processes, such as selection, optimization, and compensation (SOC) [Baltes & Baltes, 1990], are of great importance for successful aging. In sum, we posit that increased life expectancy provides the opportunity for freedom from social prescriptions, which can be seen as a chance for successful development and leading a meaningful life according to one’s personal goals and values.

**Time Perspective**

Time is a fundamental dimension of human experience: memories, future aspirations, and worries are prototypical examples. In fact, as Frank [1939] and Lewin [1948] stated, past- or future-oriented cognitions often have a greater impact on our current emotions and behavior than do present-oriented cognitions. Time is not merely the dimension or medium in which mental objects unfold, but it qualifies the motivational and emotional objects. Time references have proven to have a great impact on judgments and evaluations [Ainslie, Haslam, Loewenstein, & Elster, 1992; Loewenstein, Read, & Baumeister, 2003] and delay of gratification [Metcalfe & Mischel, 1999]. The temporal grading of events affects the way they are represented in terms of ab-
stractness and valence. For instance, according to the construal level theory of Trope and Liberman [2003], goals concerning the far future are represented in a holistic and abstract manner, which also determines their overall valence: your favorite aunt’s month-long visit seems like a wonderful idea a year before it takes place. However, as the visit draws nearer, its representation becomes much more concrete and details come into focus. By the time your aunt’s visit is only a week away, all the possible conflicts with duties and routines of everyday life come to mind, and the necessity of giving the house a thorough cleaning and going grocery shopping for all of the meals she will want to have during the week, etc., might result in your evaluating her visit less favorably. Thus, time perspective has a powerful influence on the representation of goals and events, and might even result in a reversal of its perceived valence.

Time perception extends into the past and into the future. With respect to longevity, the longer we live, the longer the past we have to look back on. However, future time perspective has a much greater influence on the motivation of behavior. Therefore, in this paper, we will focus on future time perspective. Nuttin [1964] identified the prospect of the future as the predominant motivational dimension. The existence of motivational objects such as goals and personal projects is an important determinant of structure and meaning in the individual life course, which, in turn, is strongly connected with well-being and satisfaction with life [Brunstein, Schultheiss, & Maier, 1999]. Thus, as will be elaborated in more detail below, the way we perceive our own future is of great importance to our current emotions and actions, the plans and identity projects we develop [Zimbardo & Boyd, 1999], and the goals we select [Lang & Carstensen, 2002]. Taken together, such aspects of future time perspective can be considered highly relevant for developmental regulation.

Consequences of Increased Life Expectancy on the Normativity of Life Course

While the term life span refers to the time between a person’s birth and death, the sociological concept of the life course denotes the pattern of social roles and norms regarding the timing and sequence of important life transitions, like when individuals should start and finish formal education, start their careers, be able to support themselves financially, start a family, and retire [Wrosch & Freund, 2001]. Age-graded social norms and expectations shape individual development through positive and negative sanctions (e.g., favorable or less favorable institutional opportunity structures, social approval or disapproval). As Neugarten [1968] elaborated in her social clock theory, for certain developmental transitions, societies provide age-graded opportunity structures that support adherence to (being on time) and penalize deviation from (being off time) socially structured timetables. For instance, many modern, industrialized societies offer pension plans that encourage people to stay in the workforce until a certain age and make retirement financially attractive after that. Such age-related deadlines are often prescribed by law or institutions. For instance, in some countries (e.g., Germany), there is a mandatory retirement age, which makes it illegal to employ a person beyond a certain age. In addition to age-graded institutional opportunity structures, there are also social expectations about age-appropriate behavior. Most people hold expectations about the appropriate timing of life transitions [e.g., Settersten & Hagestad, 1996a, 1996b], what personality traits to have at what age [Heckhausen, Dixon, & Baltes, 1989], and what activities to engage in at what age
Deviations from these social scripts about age-appropriate behavior are often associated with social approval or disapproval [Freund, 1997; Heckhausen, 1999]. As Neugarten [1968] suggested, people use general age-related social expectations to evaluate others’ behavior [Krueger, Heckhausen, & Hundertmark, 1995] as well as their own [Heckhausen & Krueger, 1993]. Another way societies direct life course patterns is by providing role models with ‘ideal’ or ‘normal’ biographies associated with success and prestige. Such models are likely to provide examples for certain life patterns that are adopted by younger generations.

Attesting to the power of age-related expectations in an even more direct way than through the reinforcement of norm-congruent behavior or social comparison, some research suggests that even the non-conscious activation of age concepts triggers corresponding age-appropriate behavior. In a seminal study by Bargh, Chen, and Burrows [1996], young participants walked down a hall more slowly after being primed with the concept of old age, a time in life associated with walking slowly. Similarly, implicitly priming young adults with the concept of old age resulted in slower reaction times on simple choice tasks [Kawakami, Young, & Dovidio, 2002] and poorer performance on memory tasks [Dijksterhuis & Corneille, unpublished article]. These findings suggest that information about a person’s age activates age-related expectations (e.g., older people walk slowly, react slowly, and show poor memory performance), which are then translated directly into behavior (called the ‘perception-action link’). This research suggests that age-related expectations may not only guide the selection and timing of personal goals, but may also directly influence behavior that requires little or no self-regulation.

This is not to say that age-related norms and expectations are the sole or even the main factor influencing individual development. In fact, one of the tenets of life span psychology is that development is influenced by a number of factors including age-graded sociocultural factors as well as age-graded biological factors (e.g., maturation, menopause), historical factors (e.g., wars), and non-normative factors (e.g., early death of parents [Baltes, Reese, & Lipsitt, 1980]). According to Baltes et al. [1980], non-normative factors become more and more important for development over the life span and eventually outweigh age-graded and historical factors. This implies that age-related norms and expectations play a less important role for development in old age, providing more freedom to select the goals one wants to set and pursue. As social expectations and related opportunity structures encourage both the engagement in certain goals at a certain age, and the disengagement from them when the respective appropriate age has passed or not yet arrived [Heckhausen, 1999], older people might be better informed about the kinds of goals that are inappropriate for them (and need to be abandoned), than about the kinds of goals that match their resources and are socially supported.

This view is also consistent with theories by Erikson [1968] and Havighurst [Havighurst & Albrecht, 1953] who proposed psychosocial crises and developmental tasks, respectively, as organizing structures for the life course [Freund & Baltes, 2005]. A focus on the number of developmental tasks or transitions reveals that they are not equally distributed over the life span, but that they abound during adolescence and young adulthood [see also Settersten & Hagestad, 1996a, 1996b]. Again, this suggests that there are fewer age-related tasks specifying which goals should be set and pursued in older adulthood. Disengagement theory claims that the main task in old age is to prepare for death by disengaging from social roles and turning in-
wards instead of interacting with the world [Cummings & Henry, 1961]. Empirical research clearly contradicts disengagement theory by showing that a substantial number of older adults continue to have an active lifestyle that contributes to their well-being [e.g., Lemon, Bengtson, & Peterson, 1972] and that most people hold multiple age-related expectations including both a more active type and, particularly for very old age, a more withdrawn and less engaged type [e.g., Brewer, Dull, & Lui, 1981; Hummert, 1990]. Still, what an active elderly person is expected to do remains unclear. This relative lack of social expectations for older adults regarding which kinds of goals they are expected to set and pursue might stem from the fact that it takes some time for social norms to develop, just as institutions and societies tend to lag behind in changing their opportunity structures to conform to demographic changes (c.f., the concept of the ‘structural lag’ by Riley and colleagues [e.g., Riley, Kahn, & Foner, 1994]). Given that, historically, old age is a fairly young phenomenon affecting a large number of people, it might simply take more time for such norms and expectations about age-appropriate tasks and norms to develop.

Action-theoretical approaches to development hold that individuals play an active role in shaping their development [e.g., Baltes & Baltes, 1986; Brandstädter & Lerner, 1999; Lerner & Busch-Rossnagel, 1981], particularly by setting and pursuing goals [e.g., Freund, 2006]. However, people do not set and pursue goals in a social vacuum. Age-graded opportunity structures constrain the individual’s proactive role in directing and shaping his or her development by instrumentally or socially supporting the setting and pursuing of personal goals at a certain age. As Freund [2006] pointed out, these two levels of goal representations as social norms and expectations, on the one hand, and personal goals, on the other hand, interact in complex ways. For instance, age-related social expectations can guide behavior directly through reinforcement (or punishment). Being reinforced for norm-consistent behavior can then contribute to personal beliefs about age-appropriate behavior and influence the selection of personal goals that, in turn, direct future behavior.

As pointed out above, there are fewer age-related norms for and expectations of retirees. If social norms and expectations are important for shaping development (directly through sanctions and indirectly through personal goals), self-directedness and self-regulation may play a more important role for developmental regulation in the retirement years, before health-related constraints pose different kinds of constraints on development gains in the fourth age [e.g., Baltes & Smith, 2003]. As Wrosch and Freund [2001] argued, the fewer normative events people face, the higher the degree of self-regulatory skills necessary for successful development. As there are fewer normative transitions or tasks in old age, individuals may have to play a more important and active role to compensate for a lack of social structuring and normative orientation [see also Freund, 2001].

The importance of self-regulation for describing and predicting behavior and development was first suggested in research by Mischel [1968] and Bandura [1969], vigorously challenging the then-predominant behaviorist model that emphasized the external control of behavior. This research showed convincingly that situational external stimuli are only one factor influencing behavior, and that it is necessary to take sources of behavior regulation that lie within the individual into account. The pursuit of long-term goals requires persisting in goal-related actions and shielding against other attractive goals that compete for resources. Numerous factors contribute to persistence of goal pursuit in the face of attractive alternatives such as the
value (importance) of each of the alternative options [Lewin, 1935], the temporal distance of achieving either of the goals (here the ability to delay gratification is very important [Mischel, Shoda, & Rodriguez, 1989]), the perceived likelihood of the realization of each of the goals [Heckhausen, 1989], control beliefs [e.g., Skinner, Chap- man & Baltes, 1988], and self-efficacy beliefs [Bandura, 1995]. The basic tenet of the compensatory model of developmental regulation holds that such self-regulatory skills are particularly important when behavior is not under external (stimulus) control. In the next section, we address the question of whether external regulation of the life course weakens over historical time and across the life span, necessitating more self-regulation in the present as compared to previous times, and in late as compared to young or middle adulthood.

Deregulation of the Life Course?

Some researchers consider the entire life course to be subject to deregulation [Riley et al., 1994]: they see normative timetables as having blurred and age-related boundaries and becoming fuzzier and more permeable over the past decades in western societies. ‘Deregulation of the life course’ generally refers to a decay in or a weakening of external structures corresponding to life planning and personal goal pursuit [Wrosch & Freund, 2001]. Note, however, that sociologists have debated whether changes have occurred concerning how strongly social norms script the life course [Brückner & Mayer, 2005; Elchardus & Smits, 2006; Kohli, 2000]. Empirically, it seems safe to assume that age-graded norms have at least weakened [Ravanera, Rajulton, & Burch, 2004; Zepelin, Sills, & Heath, 1986–87], but pervasive deregulation has not occurred [Settersten, 1997].

We differentiate between diachronic and synchronous weakening. *Synchronous weakening* (of regulatory social norms) is characterized by a growing number of alternative opportunities in one life domain at a given point in time (e.g., number of possible professional careers open to individuals after graduating from a university). *Diachronic weakening* (of regulatory social norms) refers to the blurring of normative timetables over the life course and resultant longer time period during which certain goals can be pursued (i.e., the sequencing and timing of goals or transitions). While the increasing number of options in different areas of life (e.g., where to live, with whom to live, what profession to choose, etc.) affects the entire life span, diachronic weakening may be most obvious after retirement. From a historical perspective, due to the current longer life expectancy, older adults have a longer period of time ahead of them, which is relatively unstructured by social norms and expectations. Therefore, we argue that for an increase in options, longer life expectancy might play a particularly important role after retirement. Figure 2 visualizes the main assumptions regarding diachronic and synchronous weakening of regulatory social norms on the timing and segmentation on the life course.

Deregulation and Self-Regulation

We argue that an extended future time perspective due to increased longevity has different effects during early as compared to late adulthood. More specifically,
we posit that a longer future time perspective results in the postponement of personal goals in the life domains of leisure and friendship to the post-retirement age, while the timetables for professional and family-related goals might become even stricter in young adulthood. As will be discussed in more detail later, knowing that certain goals can be postponed until a later time (e.g., after retirement) might result in the perception that they should be postponed. This could result in a concentration on goals that cannot be postponed during young and middle-adulthood such as entering the workforce, establishing a career, and starting a family. Thus, social expectations about the kinds of goals young adults should pursue and when they should achieve them might become even stronger due to increased life expectancy.

Assuming a compensatory relationship between external regulation through social norms and expectations (i.e., situational factors and external incentive structures) on the one hand, and self-regulation on the other, self-regulation might be less important for development in young adulthood as social norms and expectations strongly guide and direct the selection and pursuit of goals during this phase. In contrast, after retirement, there is a stronger emphasis on an involvement in rather poorly defined life domains such as leisure or social relations, with few or no social expectations regarding the achievement of particular outcomes. As self-regulation is needed to set and pursue goals in poorly defined life domains with no clear outcomes that can be used to measure success, the phase of life after retirement could be characterized as lacking external control and requiring a greater degree of self-regulation.

In contrast to the position presented by Riley [1998], who argued for an increasingly integrated life course with a simultaneous pursuit of family, leisure, and profes-

---

**Fig. 2.** The influence of globalization on the number of perceived options for career, marriage, and lifestyle is captured by the term ‘synchronous weakening’ and affects primarily young and middle adulthood. We propose that the increase in life expectancy has a weakening effect on social norms regarding the timing and sequencing of major developmental tasks across the entire adult life span (diachronic weakening).
sional goals, we posit that the life course becomes increasingly more segmented into phases of pursuing primarily work-related goals in young adulthood, family-related goals (getting married, having children) in early middle adulthood, and leisure time activities and spending time with friends after retirement. Paradoxically, the longer future time perspective of younger adults might result in a compression of timetables for the professional domain during young adulthood. If there is more time for goals in other life domains later, then young adulthood can be primarily used to invest in career-related goals. In fact, time pressure seems to be increasing in the work domain, while family-related transitions (getting married and having one’s first child) are being postponed more and more until later years, when certain career-related goals have been achieved. Due to the stricter timetables and relatively strong social expectations, then, younger adults might be under a lot of pressure to pursue and reach certain goals. In contrast, self-regulation should play a much more important role during old age, a time in life when fewer social expectations direct behavior. In the next section, we will elaborate in more detail how people can regulate their development through setting and pursuing goals.

Action-Theoretical Approach to Self-Regulation

So far, we have addressed the social regulation of the life course and argued that as there are fewer normative transitions or tasks in old age, individuals may have to play a more important and active role in shaping their own lives. Following one of the basic tenets of life-span psychology, people not only react to their (physical and social) environment, but development can best be understood as a dynamic process involving the interplay of proactively acting upon and reacting to one’s environment [e.g., Baltes, Lindenberger, & Staudinger, 2006; Brandtstädter, 1998; Lerner & Busch-Rossnagel, 1981]. The question of successful development, then, has to address the question concerning how people actively shape their own environment and life course within the given social, cultural, and biological constraints.

Therefore, in the following section, we briefly outline how people regulate their development, placing particular emphasis on personal goals as central organizing structures of self-regulation and development [Freund, 2006]. More specifically, we present an action-theoretical model of the role of goals in developmental regulation, developed by Freund and Baltes [2000, 2007; Freund et al., 1999], the SOC model [Baltes & Baltes, 1990]. We outline both the challenges and the opportunities of longer life expectancy for positive development and aging.

The SOC Model. In the action-theoretical conceptualization of the model of selection, optimization, and compensation (SOC), selection refers to the development, selection, and commitment to goals. In research on judgment and decision making [e.g., Tversky & Kahneman, 1981] as well as in the motivation literature [e.g., Emmons, 1996; Higgins, 1997], it has been shown repeatedly that it is important to distinguish between a gain focus and a loss focus when investigating goal-related processes. This fundamental distinction is captured in the SOC model, which distinguishes between two modes of selection: elective and loss-based selection [Freund et al., 1999]. Elective selection denotes the development of and commitment to goals that are aimed at increasing or maintaining the level of functioning. Elective selec-
tion involves the development of and commitment to a subset of goals that take personal needs, motives, and values, as well as the availability of (external and internal) resources into account. One important aspect of elective selection is the development of a goal hierarchy by prioritizing particularly important goals and by relating goals to one another in a non-conflictual and facilitative way [for a more detailed discussion, see Freund, 2008]. In contrast, loss-based selection occurs as a response to losses in previously available goal-relevant resources. It involves focusing and redirecting resources when other means for the maintenance of positive functioning and/or substitution of a loss are either not available or would be invested at the expense of other, more promising goals. Loss-based selection involves changes in goals or the goal system, such as reconstructing one’s goal hierarchy, focusing on the most important goal(s), adapting standards, or searching for new goals.

Selection promotes positive development in a number of ways. For instance, to have and feel committed to goals contributes to the feeling that one’s life has purpose and meaning [e.g., Klinger, 1977; Little, 1989]. In addition, goals organize behavior into action sequences. They reduce the complexity of a given situation by guiding attention and behavior. Goals can be conceptualized as ever available decision rules for directing attention and behavior and facilitating efficient interactions with the environment.

The translation of goals into actual behavior involves optimization and compensation. Optimization refers to the acquisition, refinement, and investment of goal-relevant means in order to achieve desired outcomes in selected domains. Compensation refers to processes aimed at maintaining functioning in the face of the losses with which people are inevitably confronted during their lives, and particularly in old age. Whereas loss-based selection refers to restructuring one’s goals, compensation refers to the maintenance of goals by alternative means. Typical instances of compensation are the substitution of previously available goal-relevant means by acquiring new or activating unused internal or external resources [Bäckman & Dixon, 1992; Carstensen, Hanson, & Freund, 1995].

There is converging empirical evidence for the role of SOC in successful development. A number of self-report studies [e.g., Freund & Baltes, 1998; Freund & Baltes, 2002; Wiese, Freund, & Baltes, 2000, 2002] have found that adults ranging in age from early to late and very late adulthood who report engaging in SOC also report higher subjective well-being (e.g., frequency of experiencing positive emotions, having a purpose in life, life satisfaction) and cope better with stress or losses in resources [Jopp & Smith, 2006; Lang, Rieckmann, & Baltes, 2002; Young, Baltes, & Pratt, 2007]. However, cross-sectional evidence indicates that there are age-related differences across adulthood, with a peak during middle adulthood, in self-reported frequency of the use of SOC [Freund & Baltes, 2002]. Whereas the overall use of self-reported SOC-related behaviors is less prevalent in old age, elective selection continues to increase.

There are at least three interpretations of this finding. One is that older adults gain motivational competence in one of the central aspects of self-regulation, namely the setting of personal goals [Freund & Riediger, 2006], and might concentrate on setting adequate goals that converge with the context and only need little resource investment on their part (hence the lower scores on optimization and compensation). Another interpretation is that it is particularly the selection of goals that becomes important for developmental regulation when a lack of social norms and ex-
expectations results in more personal freedom with respect to the goals one can select. Finally, one could argue that the decrease in resources results in a heightened need for selectivity in late adulthood, while, at the same time, fewer resources are available that can be invested in goal pursuit (optimization and compensation). Optimization and compensation are effortful, and therefore presumably become more and more taxing with age until they exceed the individual, social, and technical reserve capacities available to individuals in old age. This possibility is especially relevant when people suffer from severe illnesses or enter very old age, the fourth age [Baltes & Smith, 2003]. However, as findings from the Berlin Aging study show, the decrease in self-reported use of SOC does not imply a decrease in the adaptivity of SOC processes. Even in very old age, SOC is related to higher levels of subjective well-being [Freund & Baltes, 1998]. This latter finding implies that setting, pursuing, and maintaining personal goals are central aspects of successful self-regulation well into very late adulthood.

When considering the processes of SOC in more detail than a self-report measure of the use of SOC strategies allows, a more differentiated picture of age-related differences arises. First, it seems that there are age-related increases in the efficiency of selection. Older and younger adults were asked to list their personal goals and then set them in relationship to one another by classifying each: (1) as higher- or lower-order goals (vertical goal relations), and (2) according to level of concreteness (horizontal goal relations). The results showed that, for older as compared to younger adults, there were fewer conflicts between goals, and inter-goal facilitation and congruence were higher [Riediger, Freund, & Baltes, 2005]. This finding has important self-regulatory consequences both in terms of emotion regulation and in guiding actual behavior and goal achievement. Less goal conflict is associated with higher positive and lower negative affect in everyday life, and longitudinally with higher subjective well-being. More congruence between goals is related to goal-relevant behavior as assessed in a diary study. Moreover, in the context of the goal to start regular physical exercise, congruence with other goals predicted actual adherence to an exercise regimen as recorded by the gyms. After a period of 4 months, older adults had achieved their goal of exercising regularly significantly more often than younger adults [Riediger et al., 2005]. This pattern of results suggests that the selection of personal goals that are congruent and do not conflict with one another facilitates goal-relevant behavior in everyday life. The relative freedom from obligatory goals in older adulthood might enable older adults to select converging and non-conflicting goals better than younger adults who might face more constraints and social expectations in their goal selection. These findings also highlight the importance of selection well into old age. Selection might not only increase until old age, but might also be one of the key aspects of self-regulation contributing to successful aging.

From a life span developmental perspective, the maintenance of functioning is as important for successful developmental regulation as achieving higher levels of functioning. This is the case because development can be characterized as comprising both gains and losses throughout the entire life span [Baltes, 1997; Labouvie-Vief, 1981]. With increasing age, the ratio of gains to losses becomes less positive [e.g., Baltes & Smith, 2003]. This implies that with age, there is an increasing need to invest more and more resources into maintenance and resilience of functioning rather than into growth processes [Baltes, 1997; Freund & Ebner, 2005; Staudinger, Marsiske, & Baltes, 1995]. This shift from gains to losses is also very prominent in social expecta-
In a study by Heckhausen et al. [1989], young, middle-aged, and older adults rated the onset and end of positive and negative attributes, skills, and abilities across the life span. There was very high social consensus that gains decrease across adulthood and are clearly outnumbered by losses in old age. If, as suggested by a number of authors [Freund, 2003; Heckhausen, 1999; Neugarten, 1968], people aligned their personal goals with social expectations, we might expect this shift to be reflected in age-related differences in the orientation of personal goals towards gains and losses. In fact, some empirical evidence suggests that, in old as compared to young or middle adulthood, setting and pursuing goals aimed at maintaining functioning or avoiding losses (i.e., compensation goals) are more prominent and more adaptive with respect to subjective well-being and persistence in goal pursuit than goals aimed at gain or growth (i.e., optimization goals; Ebner, Freund, & Baltes [2006]; Freund [2006]; Heckhausen [1997]). Moreover, it seems that the shift in goal orientation during adulthood is one of the processes regulating the shifting balance of gains and losses, thereby contributing to successful development and aging. While goals geared towards optimization appear to be more motivating during young adulthood, goals geared towards compensation increase in importance for older adults.

This set of findings highlights the assumption that social expectations might not only influence the content of personal goals, but also their orientation towards gains versus losses. The shift in goal orientation might be guided by strong age-related stereotypes and social expectations of old age as a time of loss and decline. Such strong stereotypes and expectations might also impact behavior directly [Bargh et al., 1996] and influence goal orientation. Although there are fewer expectations regarding the kinds of goals people set and pursue in old as compared to young adulthood, the way goals are pursued might be regulated by social expectations.

In sum, there is empirical evidence supporting the main assumption of the SOC model. Selecting goals and investing in their pursuit and maintenance when faced with losses appear to be important processes of self-regulation contributing to successful development across adulthood and into old age. As the findings regarding age-related differences in selection by Riediger and colleagues [Riediger & Freund, 2006; Riediger et al., 2005] suggest, the selection of goals might be of particular importance in old age when goals are less structured by external demands.

As argued above, self-regulation and regulation by external (opportunity) structures might be related in a compensatory way: people might have to rely on self-regulation in cases of a lack of external structuring [see also Ehrenberg, 2004]. We assume that there are two reasons for a historic increase in the need for self-regulation: the first reason is synchronous deregulation due to globalization and the resulting increase in options available to individuals during their life course. For instance, when graduating from college, young adults may choose their career from a large number of different alternatives. Being able to set clear goals regarding the kind of profession one would like to pursue (i.e., elective selection) helps structure the search for information related to different career paths [see also Wiese & Freund, 2008]. Exploration, then, helps to judge whether the means necessary for following a certain path are available or can be acquired (i.e., optimization) as well as to overcome setbacks (i.e., compensation). The second reason for an increase in the need for self-regulation is an increase in the time to live in good functional health after retirement as this life phase is characterized by fewer and unclear social expectations regarding which goals to pursue, and how to go about pursuing them. As argued by the SOC
model, setting and pursuing personal goals might become particularly important for successful aging [Freund & Riediger, 2003].

Let us add three caveats at this point: first, it is important to note that despite age-related trajectories of SOC across the life span, there are, at all ages, interindividual differences in these self-regulatory processes. In fact, as Gestsdóttir and Lerner [2007] have shown, SOC is related to positive developmental outcomes already in childhood. Lerner, Freund, De Stefanis, and Habermas [2001] have argued that these processes can be highly beneficial for successful development in adolescence. There exists some empirical evidence attesting to the positive effects of SOC in young adulthood [e.g., Wiese et al., 2000, 2002], particularly in difficult situations [Young et al., 2007]. This research suggests that self-regulation is important across the life span [see also Heckhausen & Schulz, 1995].

Second, although we assume a compensatory relationship between external structuring and self-regulatory demands for developmental regulation on a general level, we acknowledge that this relationship does not hold true under all circumstances for all individuals. For instance, it requires a substantial degree of self-regulation to set personal goals that differ markedly from a given opportunity structure or from predominant social expectations. In fact, although one could argue that it might be easier to differ from an existing structure which might still serve as an anchor point or standard of reference, going against the current and having to face the negative consequences of not conforming with social norms and expectations might result in higher self-regulatory demands such that the stronger the external structuring, the higher the demands.

Another instance when social norms and expectations might require more self-regulatory skills is when people try to adhere to social expectations that run against their personal goals. In this case, people have to deal with motivational conflicts between what they want and what they ought to do. Riediger and Freund [2008] showed that this kind of conflict does, in fact, impede affective well-being. Moreover, they found that older adults reported this kind of conflict significantly less often than younger and middle-aged adults. This finding could be interpreted as supporting the notion of fewer social norms and expectations in late as compared to early adulthood.

A third caveat concerns the distinction of the third and the fourth age. In the fourth age, i.e., in very old age, the risk of severe losses in resources, primarily due to health-related problems, increases sharply [Baltes & Smith, 2003]. As processes of self-regulation are themselves resource demanding [Freund & Baltes, 1998, 2002], it becomes more and more difficult to implement self-regulatory strategies. However, as pointed out by Brim [1992; see also Baltes & Baltes, 1990], the realm in which one can set and pursue personal goals might become smaller due to decreasing health, but might nevertheless prove highly meaningful. As elaborated by Lawton [1990], even when the radius of possible actions is severely limited as is the case for nursing home patients, choosing, creating, or shaping one's environment increase need fulfillment. In fact, self-regulatory strategies might remain the same, given that the ratio of resources to the action radius might be constant.

Thus far, we have addressed the psychological consequences of extended lifetimes in the realm of developmental regulation processes on a general level. In the following, we take a closer look at the psychological consequences in different life domains (social relationships, work, and leisure). Table 1 summarizes the central
hypothesized consequences of synchronous and diachronic weakening for social relations, leisure, and work across adulthood. These hypotheses will be elaborated in more detail later. We will focus on two intertwined routes by which the extended lifetime might have psychological consequences: personal time perspective and the social structuring of the life course. To gain a better understanding of the psychological consequences of longer life expectancy, we will examine when people actually perceive having more time (i.e., in which life phase), and which tasks or projects they pursue in this time. In other words, how are the expanding temporal resources allocated over the life span and what might be the consequences for successful development and well-being?

### Social Relations

Social relations are central to subjective well-being [e.g., Diener & Seligman, 2002]. In fact, feelings of loneliness and not having a confidante are related to an increased risk of mortality [Maier & Smith, 1999], whereas the amount of time spent with friends is related to increased survival [Maier & Klumb, 2005]. Being married is related to better emotional and physical health [Stolzenberg & Waite, 2005]. Successful development and aging clearly encompass close social relations [e.g., Ryff, 1989]. In this section, we first explore how increased longevity might influence one’s decision to get married and the maintenance of long-term relationships. We will then turn to other social relations such as friendship.

As argued in previous sections, a longer future time perspective due to increased longevity should primarily influence self-regulation in middle and older adulthood and have less impact on younger age groups. In this section, we discuss how these changes might influence social relationships, especially people’s social goals regarding family-related transitions (such as getting/staying married and starting a family), and friendships. We argue that increasing longevity might be related to a historic increase in divorce rates, but does not influence one’s decision about whether or at

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Age group</th>
<th>Consequences of synchronous weakening</th>
<th>Consequences of diachronic weakening</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Young adults</td>
<td>longer period of indecision regarding work and family (‘emerging adulthood’); postponement of marriage and childbearing</td>
<td>emphasis on career and work-related goals</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Middle-aged adults</td>
<td>‘rush hour’ (work-family conflict)</td>
<td>increase in divorce rate; postponement of leisure and friendship goals</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Older adults</td>
<td>freedom to engage in social relations and leisure activities</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
what age to get married. Similarly, the postponement of childbearing might be more influenced by phenomena like ‘emerging adulthood’ [Arnett, 2000], ‘rush hour’ [Bittman & Wajcman, 2000], or by opportunity costs of the career-family conflict [Birg, 2001], than by a prolonged life expectancy. In contrast, divorce or separation in middle or later adulthood might be more likely if the perceived amount of time available to find a new partner is still substantial. Finally, involvement in other social relationships such as friendships might be related to increased longevity due to a larger segmentation of the different life domains in different phases of the life span, whereby great emphasis is placed on work in young adulthood, family-related goals in late young and middle-adulthood, and not on leisure and friendships until after retirement.

**Relationship with Spouse and Family**

In addition to increased longevity, the main macrosocial factors that have influenced spouse and family relationships in recent decades include declines in marriage and fertility rates and an increase in divorce rates [e.g., Goldstein & Kenney, 2001; Trommsdorff & Nauck, 2006]. The birth rate has been steadily decreasing in all industrialized countries. For example, in Germany, the birth rate decreased from 2.5 children (per woman) in 1965 to 1.4 children in 2002. During the same time period, the divorce rate increased from 12.0 to 52.1 percent [Federal Statistical Office, 2002]. The rates in other countries are comparable. The decline in the marriage rate in industrialized countries has been depicted as one of the most prominent social changes in recent times [Lesthaeghe, Mason, & Jensen, 1995]. Beginning in about 1970, aggregate measures of marriage, such as the annual rate of marriage of first women between 18 and 44 years of age, began to drop dramatically in the USA and other western countries [Bumpass, Sweet, & Cherlin, 1991; Goldstein & Kenney, 2001]. In the following sections, we discuss factors that have brought about these changes and whether and how they interact with longevity.

**Birth Rates.** Birth rates are decreasing in all industrialized countries, although there are differences among countries in the steepness of the decline and its causes. For example, in Germany, the decrease is not based on a trend towards one-child families as was assumed previously, but on an increase in childless families. A large proportion (32.1%) of German women born in 1965 have no children, and among those who are university graduates, this number is even larger [Birg, 2001]. Women who are university graduates have higher financial, as well as career-related opportunity costs if they take time off work or go from full- to part-time positions in order to raise children. Interestingly, there is also a trend, at least in Germany, for people who have any children at all to have more than two, resulting in a substantial percentage of couples with no children and a low percentage of couples with several children [Birg, 2001].

In other European countries, such as Denmark, Finland, or the Netherlands, the trend is not to have fewer or no children, but to postpone having children until later [Lesthaeghe, 2000]. This postponement is mostly attributed to an increasing length of education and a related longer period of role exploration, a historically new life phase labeled emerging adulthood [Arnett, 2000]. The previously discussed dia-
chronic weakening (of regulatory social norms), resulting in many different options regarding lifestyle, profession, partner, etc., increases the time young adults need to explore those options. As globalization encompasses societies as a whole [Meyer, 2000], this trend affects more and more young adults, not only those with higher education [for the work domain, see Baruch, 2004]. At the same time, however, age-graded social opportunity structures (e.g., age-related access to education and, often unofficial, age limitations for certain career opportunities) as well as biological constraints (e.g., age-related decline in fertility) do not allow one to postpone the main tasks of young adulthood (e.g., finishing education, starting a career, finding a romantic partner, and starting a family) until later in life. Along with the longer phase of emerging adulthood, this results in a compression of time available for these important life tasks to a relatively short period between the ages of approximately 27 and 35 years, which has been termed the ‘rush hour’ of life [Bittman & Wajcman, 2000].

Another factor influencing the decision of whether and when to have children is assumed work-family conflicts [Rindfuss & Brewster, 1996]. Work-family conflicts were found to be negatively associated with life satisfaction and work satisfaction [Kossek & Ozeki, 1998], satisfaction with partnership and family [Arye, Fields, & Luk, 1999; Wiese, 2004], health [Grzywacz, 2000; Hammer, Saksvik, Nytro, Torvatn, & Bayazit, 2004], organizational commitment, absenteeism, and turnover [Allen, Herst, Bruck, & Sutton, 2000]. At the same time, longer maternity leaves (over 1 year) increase the probability and magnitude of negative career consequences [Wiese, 2005]. Thus, synchronizing work and family might be more favorable for one’s own career than its segmentation into different life phases [Wiese, 2007]. Young adults (and especially young women) who are planning to have children must decide between either taking maternity leave and accepting the subsequent costs of having interrupted their career or pursuing their career and taking on the burden of balancing work and family life.

Although longevity does not play an important role in the work-family conflict, it does contribute to the ‘gained years’ phenomenon, especially in the lives of women [Imhof, 1981]. This phenomenon denotes the fact that mothers’ life expectancy for the time after their children have reached adolescence has increased substantially since the 19th century: a mid-19th-century mother had 6 to 8 years to live when her youngest child was 15 years old, while a present-day mother still has more than 35 years to live. This trend may have contributed to women pursuing professional careers after their children have left home. Moreover, the gained years also affect the parents as a couple in that they spend a much longer time together after having raised their children. While raising children used to dominate married life, this aspect is now only a certain phase of it. Thus, middle-aged men and particularly women are now confronted with a longer phase in their lives that is not structured by the social norms and expectations concerning the task of raising children.

1 The USA is atypical in the sense that it is the country with the weakest postponement syndrome of all western countries [Lesthaeghe, 2000]. However, large differences between women’s parenting are related to their economic resources [Rindfuss & Brewster, 1996]. Women who are economically well-off can more easily finance good childcare arrangements, which makes it easier for them to pursue both career and family at the same time.
As argued above, here, as in all less structured phases of life, self-regulation might play an important role in one’s ability to master life’s tasks after one’s children have left home. One could speculate that people with a high level of self-regulation skills, especially in the realm of selection, set and pursue new individual and partnership-related goals more easily. For those who do not find and maintain alternative goals, the gained years might end in dissatisfaction and marital dissolution.

**Marriage.** Despite declining marriage rates and increasing divorce rates, the personal value that people ascribe to the institution of marriage appears to remain positive. For instance, nearly 90% of Americans want to marry eventually [Goldstein & Kenney, 2001]. In western European countries, particularly in Scandinavia, where cohabitation has emerged as a substitute for marriage [Hoem & Rennermalm, 1985], binding forms of partnership with a partner living in the same household (i.e., a kind of unofficial marriage) are surprisingly widespread. The shift from marriage to long-term cohabitation in these countries probably does not represent an objection to choosing a partner for life. In fact, the majority of cohabitating couples want to marry later [Klein, Lengerer, & Uzelac, 2002; Kohli, 2003]. As Cherlin [2004] argued, the practical importance of marriage is declining at a time in history when western cultures allow cohabitation without marriage, but its **symbolic value** might be increasing just for that reason. Marriage, viewed as a partnership of high quality, has become an indication of prestige and individual achievement. As Cherlin [2004, p. 857] put it, marriage ‘is not just one type of family relationship among many; rather, it is the most prestigious form’. In line with this, higher socioeconomic status and women’s economic independence are associated with higher, not lower, rates of marriage [Goldstein & Kenney, 2001]. Thus, the decision for or against marriage seems to be influenced by one’s positive evaluation of a given partnership as well as the social **status** of the institution of marriage. From our perspective, longevity is not likely to be involved in this decision: people do not seem to take into account that, given their life expectancy, ‘till death do us part’ encompasses many more years than it did 150 years ago. As most adults marry when they are still young², they are more likely to conceptualize their lifetime as the time from birth to present rather than the time from present until death [Levinson, 1986]. When the future seems unlimited [Lang & Carstensen, 2002], thoughts about whether this unlimited future will last 30, 40, or 50 years might not enter the decision about whether to marry. It does, however, influence the **challenges** that married life has for a couple. The high divorce rates may be one expression of these challenges. In the next section, we discuss how longevity interacts with factors influencing present-day marital dissolution.

**Marital Dissolution.** Not only divorce rates, but also **causes** of divorce differ from those in previous times. Coontz [2007] argued that one of the reasons for the fragility of modern marriages is the fact that marriage is overburdened with expectations. According to Coontz [2007], people expect marriage to be the most powerful

---

² The average age of first marriage in the USA is 27.1 years for men and 25.3 years for women (data for 2003) [US Bureau of the Census, 2003], 31.4 years for men and 29.1 years for women in the United Kingdom (data for 2005) [Office for National Statistics, UK, 2005], and 32.6 years for men and 29.6 years for women in Germany (data for 2006) [Federal Statistical Office, 2007].
commitment in their lives, a commitment that involves a satisfying, intimate, and passionate relationship between two people who are also good friends. Moreover, the ideal marriage is expected to be a relationship in which people not only find the deepest meaning in their lives, but also have the most fun. Coontz [2007] concluded that these expectations result in a widespread belief that a good marriage is central to one’s happiness and that, paradoxically, these same expectations – along with the availability of numerous other potential partners and a previously unknown capability of getting along well economically and socially without a marital partner – also render marriages more fragile. If the marriage does not fulfill the various high expectations, there is great pressure to look for a different, better partner. In this context, longevity might actually also play an important role [for a similar view, see Trommsdorff & Nauck, 2006]. Knowing that one still has many years or even decades to live even after entering middle adulthood might tip the balance between the subjective costs and benefits of staying in a long-term relationship that seems suboptimal and leaving the relationship in favor of finding a new, potentially more satisfying, relationship. Staying in a dissatisfying relationship might be tolerable for a brief spell, but not for an extended period of time. In addition, high divorce rates enlarge the ‘marriage market’ so that in middle and older adulthood, the likelihood of finding a new partner is increasing. As the availability of alternative marriage partners significantly increases the likelihood of marital dissolution [South & Lloyd, 1995], people’s willingness to leave a long-term relationship in middle and older adulthood should increase.

Because of the historically fairly recent dramatic increase in longevity and the change in conceptions and expectations about marital relationships, there is relatively little cultural knowledge about how to maintain a marital relationship that is high on passion, intimacy, and commitment over many decades. Because of the lack of cultural norms or a substantial number of positive models, people have to rely on finding their own strategies for maintaining a good relationship. Again, self-regulation might play an important role in this context. Couples high in self-regulation might be more successful in mastering the challenges of married life. The kind of self-regulation required in such situations probably especially concerns optimization and compensation (here understood as the acquisition and investment of means into building and maintaining a good relationship [Wiese et al., 2002]). One example is dealing with conflict in a constructive manner [Gottman & Levenson, 1992], by trying to ameliorate potential interpersonal problems [Finkel & Campbell, 2001]. Another example of dealing with (potential) partnership conflicts is by overcoming the typical self-serving bias concerning the attribution of positive and negative events by instead acknowledging the partner’s role in producing positive outcomes and not blaming him or her for the negative ones [Vohs & Ciarocco, 2004]. Finally, an obvious and important case of self-regulation in most traditional marriages is to control sexual attraction to other people [Miller, 1997]. All of these competencies require a high degree of self-regulation. As self-regulatory skills increase with successful long-term use [Muraven, 1999], older adults might outperform younger adults in this domain. In fact, there is some evidence that older adults in long-term marriages are actually better in relationship-related self-regulation than younger adults. For example, Carstensen, Gottman, and Levenson [1995] found that older couples are more successful in emotion regulation in conflict situations. Similarly, older couples seem to be better than young-
er or middle-aged couples in finding consensus on various matters such as life goals, friends, and decision making [Lauer, Lauer, & Kerr, 1990]. Hiedemann, Suhomlinova, and O’Rand [1998] also found that children’s leaving home is less of a divorce risk factor for couples who were highly skilled in marriage crisis management. Thus, although self-regulatory competence is likely to help successful marriages across the entire span of adulthood [Wilson, Charker, Lizzio, Halford, & Kimlin, 2005], they might become more important in later adulthood and old age.

Taken together, the tasks in young adulthood – finishing school, starting and developing one’s own career, finding a romantic partner, starting a family, and establishing a satisfying social network – have not changed with changing longevity, fertility, or increased divorce rates. The accomplishment of these tasks might be postponed for the sake of a longer period of exploration. However, the content and sequence of these tasks have remained the same throughout history. The historically new phenomena of prolonged married life and ‘gained years’ after childrearing are less structured by clear social norms and expectations. Here, self-regulation skills might help people master the new challenges, find their own role and goals, and control their own life.

Friendships. The buzzword ‘work-life balance’ indicates that many middle-aged adults experience the high demands of their jobs and their families as conflicting because they both draw on the same resource: time [e.g., Wiese, 2007]. When both work and family make substantial demands on one’s time, little time is left to maintain friendships. In fact, middle-aged adults report having fewer friends and spending less time socializing than younger adults do [Adams & Blieszner, 1996], although the importance or closeness of friendships is not reduced [Fiebert & Wright, 1989]. Consequently, middle-aged adults might feel they have to postpone spending time with their friends until the children have left home or work demands decrease. This might result in a more segmented life course of largely separate phases during which adults focus on work and family during young and middle adulthood and on friendship and leisure in late middle adulthood or after retirement. This tendency might be even stronger with prolonged life expectancies because there is more and healthier time left after retirement. In fact, older adults emphasize maintaining their social contacts as one of the positive aspects when describing their own aging [Oswald, 1991].

Empirical evidence, however, suggests that time spent socializing with friends and relatives decreases between the ages of 20 and 89 years [Verbrugge, Gruber-Baldini, & Fozard, 1996]. More time for socializing after retirement might be something younger adults envision rather than what older people actually do. According to Socioemotional Selectivity Theory [Carstensen, Isaacowitz, & Charles, 1999], the decrease in the size of social networks found in older adults [e.g., Lang & Carstensen, 2002] is due to motivational changes. Socioemotional Selectivity Theory posits that, because of their decreasing future time perspective, older adults are more motivated to select and focus on emotionally meaningful relationships [Carstensen, Fung, & Charles, 2003]. This is also in line with the increase in elective selection reported above. A decrease in the size of social networks of older adults is not associated with less satisfaction with one’s own social life or with increased levels of loneliness. In fact, older adults seem to be fairly satisfied with their social lives [Cavallero, Morino-
Abbele, & Bertocci, 2007]. Instead, the quality of social relations seems to become more important with increasing age [Carstensen et al., 1999]. The fact that one has more time at one's disposal to spend with important and close social partners after retirement and during old age might contribute to positive aging and constitute an important advantage of increased longevity.

In sum, we posit that, depending on the life phase, increased longevity has a greater impact on some social relationships (marriage) than on others (friendships). We have argued that the decision to marry or have children is less associated with longevity than the decision to divorce or postpone one's own social life until after retirement. In addition, increased longevity might increase the importance of self-regulation for successfully maintaining long-term marriages. An extended future time perspective due to increased longevity might result in more segmentation regarding work and family during young and middle adulthood and social relations and leisure during older adulthood. Empirical evidence suggests that meaningful social relations are, in fact, very important in old age. Therefore, having time to spend with close friends might be one of the important advantages of increased longevity.

Leisure

Leisure, by definition, is a life domain characterized by a lack of clear normative constraints. Unlike simple free time (i.e., absence of paid work), leisure is time to be spent on activities freely chosen by the individual [Unger & Kernan, 1983]. Not surprisingly, engaging in leisure activities significantly contributes to life satisfaction [Iwasaki & Smale, 1998; Kelly, Steinkamp, & Kelly, 1987]. In the next section, we address two questions: (1) What role does leisure play in the life course of individuals in industrialized countries? (2) How does prolonged longevity influence leisure? As already alluded to in the previous section, we propose that increased longevity results in a stronger segmentation of the life course into a phase of work and family goals, with less of an emphasis on social relations and activities during young and middle adulthood, and a phase of engagement in social activities and leisure after retirement. If we can expect a substantial amount of time of being in good health after retirement, postponing leisure-related goals can look like a solution to the temporal demands of work and family.

Younger and older adults seem to associate retirement with more freedom and self-direction. For instance, Keller, Leventhal, and Larson [1989] asked individuals between 50 and 80 years of age about the subjective meaning of ‘old age.’ Participants frequently mentioned that old age is a phase of freedom and fewer obligations and offered people a chance to engage in interests and activities of their own choice. In another study, Harris, Begay, and Page [1989] asked older adults between 60 and 92 years of age what advantages they perceived in old age. Again, freedom from work-related obligations, more free time, more autonomy, and the opportunity to participate in relaxing activities were some of the advantages mentioned most frequently. In another study, socializing and having the freedom to shape one’s own life were associated with life after retirement [Leventhal, 1984]. Importantly, even young adults expect these advantages when they become retirees. Luszki and Luszki [1985] found in a survey that young adults hope to have fewer demands and responsibilities
in most life domains, fewer worries, more free time, and more freedom in selecting their lifestyle in late adulthood. Thus, there is some empirical support for the assumption that adults associate the time after retirement with the possibility of finally being able to pursue their leisure goals.

According to Robinson and Godbey [1999], contemporary societies view and use leisure primarily as recuperation from work. Following such an instrumental view, leisure should be flexible and adjustable to the circumstances that are constrained by work-related demands. Not surprisingly, many people subjectively suffer from lack of leisure time. In a study of nearly 4,000 working individuals of all income and educational levels, Jäckel and Wollscheid [2007] found that over 66% reported not having enough time for leisure. In addition to this quantitative lack of leisure, there also seems to be a qualitative decrease in leisure time: instead of spending their leisure time actively, by engaging in physical and/or mental activities conducive to subjective well-being and health [Iso-Ahola, 1997], people are more likely to spend their leisure time passively, by consuming media, especially watching television [Robinson & Godbey, 1999], which is not, or even negatively, related to well-being [Frey, Benesch, & Stutzer, 2007].

Given these quantitative and qualitative deficits, it is not surprising that in industrialized countries people frequently mention leisure-related regrets: Roese and Summerville [2005] found that people reported having more regrets about their education, career, romance, parenting, and self than about leisure, but fewer regrets about their finances, family, health, friends, spirituality, or community. On the one hand, the fact that people report regrets in the leisure domain implies that for many people, leisure does not fulfill their expectations. On the other hand, regrets persist in situations in which there remains an opportunity for (corrective) positive action [Roese & Summerville, 2005]. This speaks for a postponement of desired leisure activities until later in life. As Rojek [2004, p. 61] put it: ‘It may be, for many people, that the full fruits of labor are only enjoyed after retirement.’

Do retired older adults actually engage more frequently in active leisure than younger or middle-aged adults? Lee, Carpenter, and Meyers [2007] found that the media portray older adults as being healthy, active, and happy, enjoying time with friends and family, and competently dealing with growing old. Of 108 older people in television advertisements coded for such stereotypes, 91 percent were identified as ‘golden agers.’ There is even a new tourist industry emerging for the golden agers, targeting older adults who want to pursue an active lifestyle by traveling [Ylanne-McEwen, 2000]. The image of older adults in the eye of others is also enhanced by the pursuit of an active lifestyle. In a study by Greenlees, Webb, Hall, and Marnley, 2007, individuals of different ages rated three fictitious older adults (aged 65): an exerciser, a non-exerciser, and a person about whom they received no exercise-related information. The older exerciser received more favorable personality and physical appearance ratings than the non-exerciser or the control did. So, an active lifestyle seems to counteract some of the negative age-stereotypes. Wearing [1995] even argued that leisure offers the opportunity to challenge ageism and under-using physical and mental abilities in old age because leisure emphasizes what a person can do (rather than what he or she is no longer capable of doing).

There is also evidence that older adults actually spend more time engaging in leisure activities than younger adults do. Verbrugge et al. [1996] found that leisure activities decrease sharply in middle adulthood and increase again after age 60 years.
The drop is probably associated with work- and family-related obligations in middle adulthood [Bittman & Wajcman, 2000], whereas many individuals gain a substantial amount of free time after retirement [Iwasaki & Smale, 1998].

Does having more free time also mean that people engage in more active leisure? There is some evidence that it does, irrespective of age. Jäckel and Wollscheid [2007] investigated differences in leisure activities between individuals who had a lot of free time and those who did not. The former group used their additional free time for more social activities, hobbies, and games instead of more media consumption (although media consumption constituted the greatest part of free time over the entire sample, which was also found in other time-budget studies [e.g., Robinson & Godbey, 1999]). The latter group spent more than half of their free time consuming media and less than one third socializing. These results indicate that older adults profit from the additional free time they have after retiring, because there is an increased likelihood that they will engage in active leisure, which is known to contribute to subjective well-being [Iso-Ahola, 1997].

In sum, there is evidence that the majority of young and middle-aged adults perceive their leisure time as insufficient. Work- and family-related obligations have priority and free time must be adjusted to it, resulting in a decrease in the quantity and quality of leisure activities and predominantly passive leisure activities. Young and middle-aged adults might ask themselves 'How much time do I have?' before asking 'What would I like to do?' [Cotte & Ratneshwar, 2001]. The trend to reduce leisure time in favor of work and family obligations is boosted further by the normative pressure to be productive in the 'productive age.' To have a great amount of free time is not normative in young and middle adulthood [Jäckel & Wollscheid, 2007]. In contrast, to have and use free time is seen as legitimate in the golden agers phase, as suggested by the media’s positive portrayal of active leisure-oriented older adults.

The expectation of having more free time after retirement might lead younger and middle-aged adults to focus on work- and family-related demands and to postpone social and leisure activities. This could reinforce the trend to sequence work and leisure with a greater emphasis on work in early and middle adulthood and a greater emphasis on leisure activities after retirement. The consequence might even be a normative pressure to postpone leisure activities until after retirement, and new normative scripts for retired older adults in the sense of meaningful utilization of the gained years. The end of work-related and family-related obligations would be the beginning of leisure-related obligations. Ironically, younger and middle-aged adults might suffer from increased longevity because they feel there will be time for non-work-related activities after retirement. Consequently, people may not experience the positive effects of engaging in leisure activities until they are older adults. Again, as we argued above regarding social contacts, this might be one of the positive aspects of aging that have arisen due to increasing longevity.

**Work**

Besides family/partnership, the work domain (occupation and success) is arguably one of the most important goal domains for emerging, young, and middle-aged adults until retirement [Nurmi, 1991, 1992]. Not surprisingly, the importance of the
processes of setting goals (selection), pursuing and achieving goals (optimization), as well as maintenance when facing setbacks or decline (compensation) have been studied extensively in the context of work [Abraham & Hansson, 1995; Baltes & Dickson, 2001; Locke & Latham, 2002; Wiese & Freund, 2005; Wiese et al., 2000, 2002; Young et al., 2007]. Does increased longevity affect the interplay of social regulation and self-regulation? How does the extension of life expectancy affect work lives and career paths? In exploring the changes in the work domain that might be associated with an increasing life expectancy, we will not address sociological questions concerning the impact of micro- and macro-economical changes on the structure of the work domain as they are beyond the scope of this paper. Moreover, as we can regard longevity as an enduring process, it poses a long-term challenge to societies and individuals.

The Regulative Function of Work

Career steps and work-related tasks are among the most central structuring forces of modern life. The detrimental consequences of unemployment on various indicators of mental health such as depression, anxiety, low self-esteem, and life satisfaction can be partly attributed to a lack of the structural function of work [Paul & Moser, 2007]. In addition to earning one’s living, work provides structure by dividing the day, week, and year into patterns of work and leisure time [Jahoda, 1983, 1995] and by laying out a sequence of career steps and goals from entering an occupation to retirement [Warr, 1987, 2007]. Therefore, according to Fryer [1986; Fryer & Payne, 1986], one of the main problems caused by unemployment is the lack of temporal structure. Without the temporal structure provided by work, the setting of goals and future life planning is impeded to a point at which the proactive shaping of one’s future might threaten to collapse. The lack of material and social resources associated with unemployment intensify these detrimental effects [Fryer & Payne, 1984].

Following this perspective, unemployment pare down the scope of an individual’s action. The consequences associated with the exclusion from work can be used to infer the structural function of work in western societies. The external structure for individual development provided by the work domain encompasses not only long-term and short-term goals (e.g., career steps and objectives), but also a number of means to attain them (e.g., education, training) and strategies to cope with setbacks and failure (e.g., retraining), which map onto the processes of SOC. Following a certain timeline and sequence of career steps is positively valued and reinforced (e.g., by increased salary or promotions), serving to externally regulate an individual’s setting and pursuit of goals. Moreover, organizations and societies offer people the chance to attain goal-relevant means and thereby, again, help them to pursue and attain work-related goals via external regulation.

The Pace of Work Life

The fact that life expectancy is constantly increasing seems to carry the promise of additional time. At first glance, one might assume that the prospect of a higher lifetime budget might ease people’s career schedules; in other words, that it might have
a relaxing effect on people’s time management in their work lives and career planning. Seneca’s argument that the ultimate shortness of our lifetime, i.e., the scarcity of lifetime as a resource, would urge us to carefully and thoughtfully invest our time appears less urgent in the face of longer life expectancy. Do people actually perceive their (life) time budgets to be high enough to allow them to freely spend their time as they wish, as compared to the obligation of permanently using it purposefully [Brannen, 2005]? The opposite seems to be true. A general acceleration has been seen in the work domain as in most other life domains [Borscheid, 2004; Gleick, 1999]. In fact, continuous acceleration is already regarded as a constitutive trait of modernity [Rosa, 2003]. Acceleration is commonly attributed to industrialization, globalization, and technological progress, which are assumed to condense change dynamics [e.g., Borscheid, 2004] and are accompanied by a decrease in traditional social rhythms and shared practices [Perrons, Fagan, McDowell, Ray, & Ward, 2005].

Economic growth and welfare in capitalistic societies are often seen as being associated with this acceleration [Levine & Norenzayan, 1999]. In the social sciences, cultural acceleration is associated with the concept of ‘pace of life’ – a rather fuzzy construct, defined as the ‘relative rapidity or density of experiences, meanings, perceptions and activities’ [Werner, Altman, & Oxley, 1985, p. 14]. Empirical assessment of pace of life ranges from walking speed of pedestrians, speed by which a local post clerk performs a standard request, or accuracy of public clocks, although economic productivity emerges as the strongest predictor of pace of life in intercultural comparisons [Levine & Norenzayan, 1999]. Levine and Norenzayan [1999] claimed that the relationship between pace of life and economic productivity is mutually reinforcing: faster places have higher productivity, which raises the value of time and thereby even further increases the pace of life. The consequences of this self-reinforcing circle are mixed. On the one hand, faster places with higher productivity also deliver higher economic rewards in income and are associated with higher subjective well-being. On the other hand, faster pace also results in more stress and higher death rates due to coronary heart disease [Levine & Norenzayan, 1999]. In fact, higher individual pace in the work domain predicts mortality: people whose work life is faster die earlier [Pavalko, Elder, & Clipp, 1993].

Taken together, there are two somewhat opposed phenomena: an extended life expectancy (i.e., increasing lifetime budget and compression of life phases in young and middle adulthood) and an acceleration in (work) life and time pressure. An extended lifetime obviously does not serve as a time buffer. How can this be explained?

One argument is that globalization causes acceleration because people are exposed to ever-increasing competition in finding a job and building a career, which results in time pressure and makes time (i.e., age) a selection criterion. Careers have to be established faster; younger age is seen as an advantage. This could be the case because salaries are lower for younger employees and they have more potential for further upward movement in their careers because their time until retirement is longer and, due to cognitive development in adulthood [e.g., Li et al., 2004], they can acquire new knowledge and skills faster than older adults. Younger people are generally viewed more favorably than older adults [Tuckman & Lorge, 1952], making them, again, more desirable as employees. Being younger, therefore, holds a number of (perceived) advantages, rendering a person more desirable and competitive on the job market. One consequence of this is that the work life becomes more rushed in young adulthood, most likely increasing the pace of work for everyone. Although,
historically, as for standard contracted work, the total amount of hours dedicated to work per year has followed a negative trend [Ausubel & Grübler, 1995], the economic structural change confronts more and more people with increased personal responsibilities concerning their economic value, forcing them to invest more and more time in fulfilling work-related demands, ultimately leading to work permeating into all other life domains (de-bordering) [Hoff, Grote, Dettmer, Hohner, & Olos, 2005]. Increased life expectancy could foster this acceleration because of the prospect of an extended postretirement phase, which allows one to postpone the pursuit of alternative goals in other life domains such as leisure and social relations. In contrast to the view put forth by Riley and Riley [1994, 2000], this development predicts that longer life expectancy will result in greater fragmentation of the life course and in a faster pace in the work domain.

Allocation of Lifetime Budget

Where does the new time go in the realm of work and career? Generally speaking, lifetime budgets have to be allocated to the phases of education, work, and retirement. This allocation takes place as a result of the interplay between personal decisions and social opportunity structures. Western societies generally regulate this allocation via laws such as mandatory schooling for children and adolescents, policies such as offering higher education free of tuition fees at community colleges or universities (as was the case until very recently in Germany), and social expectations (e.g., entering the work force as a young adult [Settersten & Hagestad, 1996b]). Also, labor market demands and the state of the economy often dictate individual work-related decisions [Stier & Lewin-Epstein, 2003].

After analyzing long-term trends in the change of working hours in Great Britain, Ausubel and Grübler [1995] concluded that the total years an average male works in his entire life is much the same nowadays as it was 150 years ago – after increasing from 47 to 52 years of work from the mid-19th century to 1930, it then decreased again to 47 years. In Great Britain in 1856, boys started working at around 10 years of age, with education not being mandatory at that time, and typically did not quit working until they died, usually before 60 years of age. In 1981, years in the labor force were again at 47, while life expectancy had increased to 70 years, leaving around 10 additional years in reasonable health after retirement. Obviously, the initial trend of allocating the gained years to prolonged work lives stopped and even reversed. The additional time gained through longer life expectancy is not used for prolonging the years spent on the labor force: the effective retirement age has declined over the last 25 years [OECD, 2005]. Only recently, demographic developments have triggered a discussion about increasing the mandatory retirement age [see also Kohli, 2000]. At present, the extra time appears to have been added mainly to the retirement phase.

Taken together, it appears that people today spend (relative to their total life time) less time in the work force, but experience pressure to compress more professional achievements into fewer years in early adulthood. In order to achieve their professional goals, people seem to be willing to postpone potentially meaningful personal goals in the social and leisure domains to the retirement years. As life expectancy increases, this implies an extension of the retirement years, a phase in life characterized by only few external regulations regarding the content of goals and the
ways to pursue them. Thus, the retirement phase offers a plethora of possibilities for self-directed engagement, but also places higher demands on self-regulation. The prospect of such an unstructured ‘free’ life phase after retirement might sustain the compliance to accept workloads that exceed personal preferences [Landers, Rebiter, & Taylor, 1996].

One could speculate that the compression of work life in the earlier phases of adulthood is related in yet another way to the expanding amount of unstructured time later: the prospect of a long future after retirement that lacks well-defined tasks and occupations might result in uncertainty in younger adults that fosters a preference for highly instrumental goals (such as career goals) that are associated with multipurpose means (such as money). From this perspective, people regard the extended lifetime not only as an opportunity to pursue previously postponed goals, but also as a challenge arising from the lack of clear expectations. This challenge cannot be met by acquiring highly specific resources because one does not yet know what goals one will want to pursue in the future. Instead, to counteract uncertainty, people can best prepare by accumulating resources that can potentially be used for a variety of different goals. Thus, an extended retirement phase might result in an increase in the importance of career goals in younger adulthood. At this point, this is a highly speculative assumption that awaits empirical testing. As Ekerdt [2004] stated, the topic of retirement is already being urged upon young adults more and more, e.g., by pointing to the necessity of financial planning. In analyzing advertisements for financial retirement planning, Ekerdt and Clark [2001] found that retirement is depicted as a very active phase without a clear role definition but characterized by freedom and fun. In order to reach and enjoy this phase, according to the advertisements, people have to work harder and be more disciplined when they are younger. This transmits the image of clearly separated segments: hard work first and self-indulgence later. These advertisements try to sell their products by appealing to the insecurity among young people concerning the preparation for a prosperous retirement. Whether this mechanism is only assumed by the advertisement agencies or actually exists will be determined by the success of the campaigns.

In our view, the extension of life expectancy might only indirectly influence the work domain by offering the prospect of a lot of free time that can be spent pursuing meaningful social and leisure goals. Longer life expectancy increases the post-retirement phase, so a historically relatively new phase emerges in which older adults are relatively healthy and have a lot of unstructured time that is free of work-related obligations. The active role of the individual in shaping his or her development should be particularly important during this phase of the life course. Here, not external structures or constraints, but mainly people themselves guide the selection of their personal goals, decide how to pursue them (optimization), and determine which goals to maintain in the event of setbacks or losses (compensation) or give up in favor of alternative goals (loss-based selection).

**Conclusion**

Increased life expectancy is likely to have important demographic and economic consequences that are repeatedly highlighted in public discussion stressing the future burden of the ‘graying of the population’ (i.e., the increasingly larger segment
of older adults relative to younger age groups) in terms of costs to the health care system and retirement funds. Far less prominent is the question concerning how changes in life expectancy and longevity affect life-span development. In this paper, we argued that historical increases in life expectancy primarily have an impact on the later, and less on the earlier, parts of the life span. In our view, increased life expectancy (i.e., living longer and in relatively good health after retirement) is a challenge as well as an opportunity for the positive development of every individual. Most people do not just want to add more years to life, but to add life to those added years.

We have outlined a perspective according to which self-regulation is a key factor for adding life to the additional years in old and very old age. More specifically, we posit that, compared to earlier phases of the life span, the post-retirement years are characterized by fewer social norms and expectations guiding the setting, pursuing, and maintaining of goals, as well as the disengagement from them. We assume that development is regulated by a compensatory relationship of social norms and expectations, on the one hand, and self-regulation, on the other. Older people thus need to structure a life phase that has few constraints due to social norms and expectations themselves. A key component of self-regulation is the selection of personal goals [e.g., Freund et al., 1999]. Other components include optimization (i.e., the acquisition and investment of goal-relevant means) and compensation (i.e., the acquisition and investment of means in the service of maintaining personal goals in the face of loss and decline). Therefore, positive aging relies heavily on these self-regulatory competencies. In our opinion, these competencies should be even more important in old age as compared to younger ages because children and young and middle-aged adults are confronted with much tighter external regulation through social norms and expectations.

On the one hand, older adults have more freedom to set and pursue their personal goals, which represents an opportunity for self-determination, in other words, to live one’s life according to one’s individual values and interests. This seems to be particularly true in the domain of social relations and leisure. As we have shown in this paper, although these are already important sources of well-being in younger age groups, extensive engagement in leisure activities or friendships is often postponed to post-retirement years due to relatively strict social expectations to pursue goals in the work and family domain. This means that the added years of life expectancy are used to pursue goals conducive to higher levels of subjective and physical well-being, satisfaction with life, and seeing a purpose in life [e.g., Lane, 1994]. In this sense, having a higher life expectancy provides us with an opportunity to live additional years that are fulfilling.

On the other hand, the relative dearth of social norms and expectations results in higher demands on self-regulation by individuals themselves. The strong focus on work and professional goals in early and middle adulthood might be stressful at times. However, as we have shown previously, it also provides structure and guidance. For the individual, having to provide a daily structure of what (and what not) to do and which goals to pursue (and which to abandon) is no easy feat. There are large interindividual differences in how well people can proactively set, pursue, and maintain personal goals. These individual differences are related to indicators of successful development and aging [e.g., Brandstädter, 2006; Freund & Baltes, 1998, 2002; Gestsdóttir & Lerner, 2007; Rothermund & Brandstädter, 2003].
Interestingly, there is evidence supporting the view that older adults become more skilled in the development and formulation of personal goals in that they concentrate on goals related to life domains highly important to them and they select goals that are less conflicting and more converging than younger adults do [Freund & Riediger, 2006; Riediger et al., 2005]. This means that older adults might develop skills in self-regulation that are particularly important for positive aging. To our knowledge, there is currently no evidence available that indicates whether this trend continues into very old age. Clearly, further research needs to address the question about whether the fourth age might represent a life phase in which the strong increase in resource losses also limits the possibilities for self-regulation [e.g., Baltes & Smith, 2003]. Ironically, however, the stronger constraints might also relieve older adults of some of the burden of self-regulation. Here, processes of disengagement from unavailable goals might become more and more important for successfully coping with increasing losses [e.g., Brandtstädter, 2006; Heckhausen, 1999].

In this paper, we have put forth a theoretical framework that is supported by empirical evidence, but has not yet been tested directly. The central hypothesis is that self-regulation becomes a more potent predictor of development in later as compared to earlier phases of adulthood. An ideal study to address this question would use a cross-sequential design spanning several decades, allowing researchers to disentangle the effects of age and historical time/rend and encompassing different life domains. Such studies, however, are not easily feasible as they are very resource demanding. Their high scientific value, however, is exemplified in the very few cross-sequential studies such as the Seattle Longitudinal Study focusing on cognitive development [e.g., Schaie, 2005]. Another possibility to investigate age-differential effects of self-regulation on successful development would be an intervention study training young, middle-aged, and older adults in self-regulatory skills. If our hypothesis is correct, we would expect all age groups to profit from such an intervention, but the older adults should benefit even more than the younger age groups. Furthermore, it would be of great interest to study the assumed mediating processes. For instance: how does the increasing life expectancy impact future time perspective in the different age groups? Are younger persons more likely to postpone certain personal goals, when they are aware of a prolonged retirement phase? In part, such questions could be investigated experimentally. For example, adults of different ages could receive information about different prognoses for life expectancy which should affect future time perspective and the planned timing of personal goals. Such an approach would also complement research on the limitation of future time perspective [e.g., Lang & Carstensen, 2002; Solomon, Greenberg, & Pyszczynski, 1991].

The answer to the question concerning how increased life expectancy affects individual development and positive aging is rather complex. As the demographic changes do not only affect individuals but also the societies in which they live, it is very likely that the aging of the population will also have social consequences. For instance, it might very well be that the retirement age will be postponed, a trend that is already starting in some European countries such as Germany. This would allow healthy older adults to put their professional expertise to use, which might be beneficial both at the individual and the societal levels. Should older adults continue to retire at an age where they can still expect good physical and cognitive functioning, social expectations might arise that they contribute to the common good through active involvement in volunteer work or helping to raise their grandchildren. Inter-
estingly, such a strengthening of the social expectations would lead to a reregulation of the life course in older adulthood, decreasing the importance of self-regulation for this phase of the life span.

Adding years to life is a challenge for successful development because these added years also require higher self-regulation competencies. However, the additional years also provide a chance to pursue goals of high personal importance that were postponed at earlier ages. At least for the healthy years of old age, having the freedom to socialize with friends and to engage in leisure activities that are personally meaningful appears to be something most of us are looking forward to.
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